
Lift Wall Shelf 
by Staffan Holm



Staffan Holm’s Lift shelf is inspired by the scissor lifts dotted about  

construction sites in Gothenburg where he lives. Made from solid ash, it’s a 

piece that manages to reflect urban beauty whilst retaining the practicality of 

its source material: Lift’s shelves ship flat to save on packaging. Once un- 

wrapped, they can be assembled in a matter of minutes without recourse  

to tools. Extra Lift shelves can be stacked alongside or on top if you need 

extra storage space or want to make a bigger statement.



Lift Wall Shelf 
available combinations

PLEASE NOTE:  If you have purchased the Lift 6 or Lift 9,  

go to step 7 before you start with the regular assembly.



Lift 3

Lift 6

Lift 9



 Package contents for Lift 3 

Find the additional parts for Lift 6  

and Lift 9 at step 7.



3x boards

2x wall hanger

2x wall hanger

2x optional  
feet

2x side crosses



Place the wall hanger horizontally on the wall and fix it with appropriate  

scews and plugs for your type of wall (if you’re uncertain, seek professional advise). 

The wall hangers will be the highest point of the shelf. We recommend 

 a minimum height of 90cm.

Recommended minimum 
height from floor: 90cm
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PLEASE NOTE: If you have purchased the Lift 6 or Lift 9,  

go to step 7 before you continue with this step.* 

Hang the side crosses into the wall hanger.
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Place the second wall hanger to the bottom of the side crosses, 

 with appropriate scews and plugs for your type of wall 

(if you’re uncertain, seek professional advise). 



4

Place the bottom board onto the cross fittings, 

then the first back cross in the boards slots.



Place the middle board onto the cross fittings, 

then the upper back cross in the boards slots.
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Place the upper board on the shelf.

You´re done! Now you can start organising.
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The E-screw is found only in  

the extension pack.

E

These screws come already attached to the steel sides.  

You’ll need to take 2 additional D-screws from the  

spare side cross.
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*Connecting cross assembly   

for Lift 6 and Lift 9 

Lift 6 consists of two Lift 3 shelves, Lift 9 of three Lift 3 shelves,  

that can be joined together using one connecting cross assembled with  

the six E connectors provided. Therefore there will be spare parts  

remaining when the assembly is finished. 



1.  

Take one of the side crosses from the 4 provided.  

The screws should already be in place and look like this:

2.  
Remove the following screws:

3.  
Add the E-screws from your Lift extension pack like this:

4.  

Then, add the 2 new D-screws from your spare side 

cross, as follows:

5. 

Your steel side will now work as a connector for the 

two Lift 3 shelves. There will be one remaining steel 

side that isn’t used for your new Lift 6.

Proceed now to step 2 to finish mounting 

 you Lift Wall Shelf
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